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Curbside Pickup Procedure - Warrenton 

 

Physical Setup 

 Maintain 6 feet distance between patrons and staff 
o Place folding tables six feet from exterior door 
o Place two orange cones 6 feet from the opposite side of the table indicating the waiting 

area for patrons (signs taped to cones indicate we are social distancing, please wait here 

until your items are placed on the table) 
o Place additional cones near the two parking spaces reserved for pick-ups in front of the 

library (Town of Warrenton provided “curbside pick-up signs” for cones and placed a 

permanent sign on the pole at the parking spaces in Warrenton) 
o Place sign with pick-up hours and curbside service phone number near reserved parking 

spaces 

 Folding tables need to be disinfected and wiped down at end of day 

 

Pulling Holds/Checking out items 

 Run item paging list. Due to the volume of items coming to Warrenton, branches will write the 

name of the patron on the hold slips and band together as many as they can by patron name, to 

make it easier for Warrenton when the courier crates are delivered.) 

 Check items in.  Band each patron’s holds together when checking in the items and print a hold 

pick up slip to place with items. Do NOT check out or bag item(s) until hold notification has been 

sent. 

 Run hold pick up notifications once all the holds are checked in. (If the number of holds exceeds 

50 -- and always with the courier -- band the holds by name, and check them in a few patrons at 

a time, then run hold pick up notifications for those few patrons. This will allow adequate time 

for checking out and bagging the items before patrons come to pick up their items.)  

 Check out items to patron, print receipt, and put with items. No card or ID required. 

 Bag items & staple the hold pick up slip to the bag. If a patron has multiple bags/boxes, write 

“1 of 2” / “2 of 2”, etc. on the pick-up slip to alert everyone that there are multiple bags. Only 

bag items that have a due date receipt – if you only see a hold pick up slip, make sure the item is 

actually checked out to the patron. 

 Insert library information and promotional materials in the bag (as provided by the Public 

Information Coordinator) 
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The Process: 

 Alphabetically file bagged items for pick-up on carts/shelves 

 Patrons arrive at curbside and call the number posted on the sign 

 Patrons are asked to wait by the orange cones until their bagged item is placed on the table 

 Items not picked up after six days are removed from the cart and checked in 

 

 

DVDs & Books on CD: 

 The limit per patron has been increased to 10 DVDs. Books on CD limit remains at 5 per card.  

 It is easy for patrons to exceed the limits: When pulling holds, check the accounts of the patrons 

putting holds on DVDs & books on CD to make sure they are not getting too many.  


